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THESIS PROPOSITION

thesis question

...That’s the precision programming you’ve got built in.  You yourself don’t know a thing about the inner shenani-

gans of that program.  ‘Tisn’t any need  for you t’know.  Even without you knowin’, you function as yourself.  That’s 

your black box.  In other words, we all carry around this great unexplored ‘elephant graveyard’ inside us... No, an 

‘elephant graveyard’ isn’t exactly right.  ‘Tisn’t a burial ground for collected dead memories.  An ‘elephant  factory’ 

is more like it.  There is were you sort through countless memories and bits of knowledge, arrange the sorted chips 

into complex lines, combine these lines into even more complex bundles, and finally make up a cognitive system.1  

How can architecture bridge memory of a place over time?  Inevitably urban composition an undergoes 
additions, erasures, partial demolitions and reconstructions that continually change the spatial characteris-

tics of a neighbourhood.  However, memory is not triggered only by an exact replica, but can be brought 
about through materiality, lighting, scale, perspective, etc.  The cutting, rearranging and layering that takes 
place within the urban context is similar to the procedure of collage making.  Collage is composed of frag-
ments that are juxtaposed, scaled and composed into a new construction.  The result is not a representa-
tion of many other things, but instead a new perspective in which the original fragments no longer are seen 

as the named image, but rather for its textural and spatial dimensions.  In this way, collage reflects the 
process of architecture ‘making’ -- it relies on existing conditions that can be hacked up and assembled 
into something new.  The distinction of this method is that it goes beyond the traditional architectural draw-
ing in that the outcome inherently recalls both the original as well as creates a layer that is beyond the ar-
chitects ability to envision. 

How can architecture benefit both in its process of production and it’s built existence from the framework 
applied in collage making?  Can architecture learn from a methodology that regardless of its intentions, 
cannot fully control the outcome because it relies on existing fragments and must in some way surrender to 
the ‘materiality’ of the site and its program. 

thesis outline

My initial reading of ‘The Hardboiled Wonderland and the End of the World’ filled me with ideas and ques-
tions regarding memory, how we collect, process, and store them as well as the notion of a split con-

sciousness of dual narratives.  These thoughts led me towards the work of Joseph Cornell and the tech-
nique of collage.  Collage is the assemblage of different forms creating a whole and is a technique which 
shows “Cornell’s appreciation of chance, play, and spontaneity as avenues to creativity.”2    
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The site (vacant lot on left side of image below) of application of this thesis question has been partially 
erased several times over the last 200+ years.  However, the removal of these artifacts should not delete 
them from ones memory.  Instead they remain fixed in time while the present site continues to move for-

ward and transform.  While buildings are temporal, our memory is not.  However, with the acceleration of 
our culture and overwhelming subjection to new information, little room for reminiscing remains in our con-
scious mind.  How then can we build ‘bridges’ into emerging architecture that allows the penetration of the 
past rather than wiping the slate clean?  How do the ‘Librarians paper clips in the End of The World find 
their way into the Tokyo sewer system in Hardboiled Wonderland?

FINAL THESIS DESCRIPTION

thesis intentions and findings

The premise of this thesis is derived from the dual narrative of Haruki Murakami’s novel, ‘Hardboiled Won-
derland and the End of the World’.  In which the narrator of the novel flips from chapter to chapter as he 
simultaneously flips between his inner consciousness (which has been frozen in time) and his outer con-

sciousness (which continues to progress).  The purpose of the thesis is to ‘navigate the mind’-- examining 
the technique of collage as a tool that allows the seemingly random cognitive mind to retrieve and input 
information which in turn processes and produces further information and how that can influence the proc-
ess of ‘making’ architecture’.
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site

The site for the application of this thesis is located on the land directly below and west parallel to the Jac-
ques Cartier Bridge.  It is defined by three main characters I have recognized:

1. The Jacques Cartier Bridge which annually processes approximate 43 million vehicles (constructed 

1925-30).  The Bridge hovers over the sight with its awesome scale that actually becomes muted be-
cause of its general disconnect to the land below (other than the tower of the pumphouse which cre-
ates a physical, vertical seam).  I have characterized this icon as the ‘hardboiled wonderland’ in that it 
exists within a surreal realm that it constructs and alternate idealist route removed from its initial path.

2. The Craig Pumping Station which is considered a historical piece of architecture in Montreal and there-

fore has been stipulated for preservation.  It sits isolated on an island in the midst of eight lanes of 
traffic as a complete anomaly within its current context that has become a marker between a lively and 
multicultural residential neighbourhood (‘the Village’) which has developed to its north and the de-
creasingly industrial port to the south along the St. Lawrence.  The station was built in 1887 to assist 
in the annual flooding on the St. Lawrence River and although the centrifugal pumps remain functional 

in its basement level, this architectural machine has become more or less abandoned.  

3. The site of the project ‘Modernisation de la rue Notre-Dame’ which has been in debate for the last 8 
years regarding the east end of rue Notre-Dame becoming an extension of the Autoroute Ville-Marie.  
While the street is in fact already a thoroughfare for fuel tankers, tractor trailers and an excess of 
commuter traffic, the project will potentially either improve or further sever the connection of the area 

and its residents to the nearby river’s edge.  I have characterized this debated project as the ‘end of 
the world’ in which the narrator remains on the given passages but chooses to construct a wall or 
enclosure around its existence while it boroughs along.

The three characters outlined above have a significant impact on the site in the critical consideration of this 

thesis to ‘bridge’ the residential area to the water, the site to the iconic bridge above, and the current/ pro-
posed  traffic ‘trench’. The project engages these other worlds of transportation and industry as part of our 
daily processes rather than ‘bridge’ over, abandon, or ‘trench’ below them. 

program

This thesis question is made manifest in the programmatic ensemble of a community centre for the Sainte - 

Marie borough of Montreal Est.  The program is chosen for several reasons.  A community centre has 
many ‘given’ spatial dimensions such as regulation sizes for hockey rinks, soccer pitches, swimming pools,  
gymnastic floors, etc. that enhance the layers of the collage process.  As well, the site bears a history of an 
immigrant population and point of arrival to Montreal and therefore a place that will allow the community to 
come together and engage in activities is essential and a collage in many ways could be personified as a 

community centre in that it relies on common traits to seam together people from different cultures, eco-
nomic brackets, religions, etc in the same way that collage relies on lines of perspective, materiality and 
colour to seam together its disjunctive fragments.  Further, the ability to recall the history and memory of a 
place is important to a community as a whole, across demographics and not just a specific user group.
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process of production

Memory ultimately led me to the artist Joseph Cornell and his collaged boxes.  As I studied Cornell and his 
work I also examined the collage-like work of the Situationist International (I have a soft spot for them to 
begin with), and Surrealism and its techniques – they both carry the sense of rejection of the traditional 

instruments and preconceived notions of something ‘is’.  Not to say that collage is not a method that is not 
employed often, in fact because of its disjunctive and combinational nature it can speak to many differ-
ent disciplines, however, rightfully so in many ways, architecture still defaults to the traditional plan, section, 
elevation.

Therefor, the process of production of this thesis is inspired by the collage works of Cornell, yet not namely 

‘collage’, but also the process of the mind in collage ‘making’.  It is very free and allows instinctual and 
whimsical actions and reminiscent of the outer consciousness.  Yet ‘collage making’ stimulates the inner 
consciousness as a processing system that sequences and engages the input of its given components.

The collages that I created for each chapter of the novel Hardboiled Wonderland and the End of the World 
(examples above) functioned on several levels.  First, they allowed me to become familiar with the tech-

nique and get my hands a bit dirty, revealing that the inherent ambiguity of the method is governed by a set 
of conditions that the creator must recognize.  Further, they allowed my to translate the novel into a physi-
cal, non-literal medium that I could begin to read spatially and relate to my site and program.  While the 
chapter collages proved interesting, at this point I had yet to understand the power of the tool of collage.  
From here I sought to connect the site to its context and understand the ‘seam’ condition that existed on 

site.  In my research I discovered 6 significant occurrences that through the construction industry had in 
some way left an erasure on the site.  The designated ‘erasures’ were the following (numbered left to right):

1. Molson Brewery (1786) 

2. Prison Pied-du-Courant (1836)

3. Craig Pumping Station (1887)
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4. Jacques Cartier Bridge (1925)

5. Maison de Radio Canada (1973)

6. Modernization de la Rue Notre-Dame (present)

A collage was created (below) for each to begin to spatially translate the erasure to its ‘seam’ condition to 
the immediate site.  The essence of each erasure was extracted as follows:

1. Molson Brewery (1786)

1. Social Gathering; Family History

2. Prison Pied-du-Courant (1836)

1. Protection; Gateway

3. Craig Pumping Station (1887)

1. Crisis; Event; Spectacle of the Machine

4. Jacques Cartier Bridge (1925)

1. Community Effort; Celebration

5. Maison de Radio Canada (1973)

1. Neighbourhood; Small Business (ma & pops shops)

6. Modernization de la Rue Notre-Dame (present)

1. Power of the Masses; Pedestrian taking back the ground plane

And then programmatically as follows:

1. Social Gathering

1. Hockey Rink (indoor/outdoor); Soccer Pitch (indoor/ outdoor); Canteen/ Cafeteria/ Pub
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2. Gateway

1. Library; Family Film Area; Wall Climbing

3. Spectacle of the Machine

1. Martial Arts; Gymnastics/ Acrobatics; Swimming/ Diving Pool

4. Celebration

1. Banquet Hall

5. Neighbourhood

1. Small Seasonal Market; Cafe; Craft/ Bake Sales

6. Pedestrian

1. Bicycle/ pedestrian paths/ observation walk on/ as part of building; skewing ground plane

As in collage you are working with a variety of given components that you have collected I placed the pro-
grams on site with regards to their original erasure and its essence from which I translated the program into  

its  required dimensional section and cross section (ie:  olympic pool: 164’ x 82’ x 6’-9” min. depth).  The 
path that seamed each program together then became the basis for the structure and further organization  
of the building.  Another set of collages were constructed to create a component (above) that spoke to 
each of the programmatic spaces which were further added as layers to the building.  Through material 
refinement and extensions of some the seams between the components the building was resolved as a 

process of collage making (see above vignettes and exterior rendering below).  

The outcome of this thesis question speaks beyond its given site and program and  celebrates the poten-
tial for architecture to be created by non-traditional making such as collage which we can be sure reflects 
much more of the creative human mind than CAD or the likes.  
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